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1 Introduction

Giuliani, Carcassi, Carulli, and others wrote some material of marginal value which they called “arpeggios”. In theory it is a way of working on left hand chords and right hand patterns at the same time. In fact, it is not an effective way of working on either beyond a rudimentary level. The right hand is not challenged because a given finger always plays the same string, and all the left hand does is hurt except for rare instants of motion.

Three note chords are infinitely better than four note chords for practice, because one finger is always off the fretboard so the exercise does not beat up the ends of your fingers nearly so much, and because you can attain enough speed so that right-left coordination becomes a factor. With speed you get not only the sort of benefit that you expect from chord practice but also some of the same sort of fine tuning that you get from arpeggios and scales.

The first chord drill is completely written out so you can see how the others are to be done. The rest have only the bounts where the primary inversion changes and of course the fingerings with it.

When you are playing the first three strings, the thumb is laid down on the last three strings. In other cases the thumb is as close as you can get to that state while still getting good sound.

2 Major Chords

2.1 Major, on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Strings. Play with i, m, and a.

Chords are extremely important practice for all guitar players. They strengthen the left hand and add greatly to its efficiency while very much improving the ability to get up and down the neck. Some of these fingerings may seem impossible at first, but it is a fact that anything you can get at all you can get in a hurry, given the practice. It will be necessary at times to move the left elbow away from the body so that the small finger may be extended by opening the hand rather than closing it. That is to be able to extend the other, longer fingers by closing the hand rather than opening it.
2.2 Major, on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Strings. Play with t, m, and a.

2.3 Major, on the 3rd, 4th and 5th Strings. Play with t, i, and m.

3 Minor Chords
3.1 Minor, on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Strings. Play with i, m, and a.

3.2 Minor, on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Strings. Play with t, m, and a.

3.3 Minor, on the 3rd, 4th and 5th Strings. Play with t, i, and m.

4 Diminished Triads
4.1 Diminished, on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Strings. Play with i, m, and a.

4.2 Diminished, on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Strings. Play with t, m, and a.
4.3 Diminished, on the 3rd, 4th and 5th Strings. Play with t, i, and m.

5 Augmented Chords

The augmented chords are by far the easiest, so it would make sense to begin with them. Because there is no sliding, fewer fingerings are possible for the last exercise.

5.1 Augmented, on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Strings. Play with i, m, and a.

5.2 Augmented, on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Strings. Play with t, m, and a.

5.3 Augmented, on the 3rd, 4th and 5th Strings. Play with t, i, and m.

6 Afterword

These fingerings are ones which you actually use. The qualification is that you would never use some of them independently, but rather as part of something else, but that enhances rather than diminishes their usefulness. Unlike the arpeggios, the fingerings are arbitrary, but they are not capricious:

- The hardest fingerings are used the most.
- There is no sliding, except over one fret. In long shifts, slides beat up the fingers too much to be a good idea in an exercise.
- There is variation to prevent the formation of specific fingering habits.
- Every left hand finger is used for every bout. No one finger is overused, I hope.

It is futile to give technique to students who are not ready to get fast improvement from it. The first exercises should be ones that give quick encouragement. For a student first starting on serious technique, this chord practice should be the beginning. Chords give the quickest results, then arpeggios, then scales. That is not an evaluation, it’s a schedule. Chords are equal to arpeggios in importance. Scales are more important than either.

If you work hard on these, I promise miracles. It is possible to perform this whole routine in less than ten minutes. You will greatly enjoy the results, however far you take it.1
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